
Retrotec/TruTech Tools  
Residential Airtightness Testing (shell and duct) Class 

Course Description

A course to help home energy professionals, HVAC techs & testers better serve their 
customers. Learn how to use test equipment to help identify building and duct leakage. Learn 
about code and the requirements to produce compliant tests with accurate data and high 
repeatability.  

Retrotec’s Test Equipment

- DM32 pressure gauge. Manometers and their function. 

- Blower door packages, DucTester packages and options.

- Components in a fan set. Options for door panels, fans etc.

- Gauge demonstration, along with gauge tools like virtual gauge

- Explanation of how a fan measures flow and the working principal behind it. Location 
of pressure pickups and the range ring functions.

Intro to building science
- The house as a system.
- Modern building construction and the importance of control layers. 
- Air barriers and air tightness, impact on buildings. 
- The drivers of air leakage explained. 
- ABC’s of moisture intrusion.

General Test Prep/Planning

Duct Test Preparation 

- Steps and checklist to get the house ready for a test (Resnet 380/other)

- Setting up the fan

- Tubing connections, keeping tubing clean and clear of blockages. 

- Choosing test direction, info on benefits/problems that can be encountered. 

Duct Testing

- Manual testing, running the fan and getting to pressure

- Conduct a Depressurization Test

- Conduct a Pressurization Test



- Desired Results not Achieved

- Different Results

- Adjust Fan Speed with the Gauge

- Adjust Fan Remotely

- Field Check the Gauge

- Field Check the System Monthly

- Manual testing, bias pressure and baseline. 

- Options for reporting / recording. 

Building Blower Door Preparation

- Steps and checklist to get the house ready for a test (Resnet 380/other)

- Before the test. Prep checklist, suggestions to make testing go smoothly. 

- Site review, safety concerns, calculating the fans needed, review of equipment 
recommended.

- Number of fans calculator / calculating the flow needed for a test.

- Install the Cloth Panel

- Install the Blower Door System

Blower Door Testing

- Conduct a Depressurization Test

- Desired Results not Achieved

- Different Results

- Conduct a Pressurization Test

- Adjust Fan Speed with the Gauge

- Adjust Fan Remotely

- Field Check the Gauge

- Field Check the System Monthly

- Manual testing, bias pressure and baseline. 

- Managing for windy conditions 

- Reaching test pressures, recording accurate data. 

- Reporting options with rCloud. 



Neutralization 

- Duct Leakage to the outside overview. 

Finding Leakage

- Techniques for finding leakage

- Leakage locations, where to look for leakage in the house and duct

- Connection to outside

- Pressure probe tools, how to use them.

- Pressure pans, using and creating your own. Mapping duct leakage, other house 
leakage. 

- Using smoke to find leakage, smoke machine options. 

- Using a thermal imaging camera. 

Automatic Testing

- Review of rCloud. Process to input test locations, test types and a review of the test 
process. Review results to determine accuracy. 

Hands on Demos

- Duct Testing

- Duct Testing to the outdoors

- Blower Door Testing

- Leak detection with a smoke generator 

- rCloud

o Single / Multipoint 

- Field Checks

o Gauge & Fan accuracy checks in the field

Q&A

Exam & review


